Congratulations on your purchase of the OXO Tot Cubby™+ Stroller, a Stroller that will be the perfect companion for all your big adventures with your little explorer.

The word “Cubby” is a snug and comfortable word, like the cozy space our Stroller provides for your little one. A cubby can also be a place to store things; there’s a handy little cubbyhole underneath the Stroller, with a pop-out extension for extra storage, convenient pockets in the back to store diapers and wipes, and even an easy-access pocket on the rear flap for storing cell phones, keys, loose change and more. What’s more, the Stroller folds up compactly and stand up with the handle held away from the dirty ground, meaning you can tuck it into almost any space.

The Cubby+ Stroller features a one-handed opening, durable materials, a sandal-friendly brake, and so much more. The Cubby+ Stroller solves pet peeves from storage to convenience and everything in between, giving you high-quality performance without sacrificing style.

Each OXO Tot product, from our sippy cups to our strollers, is tested in real homes with real parents and children (including our own!) to ensure that we provide only the best-designed products possible — those that fit the needs and stand up to the use and abuse of all who will use them. We put the Cubby+ Stroller through this same process, looking for ways to make improvements that would be most meaningful to parents and children alike.

Please read these instructions carefully before using your Cubby+ Stroller.

Complies with ASTM F833-15 and SOR/85-379
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ASSEMBLING CUBBY+ STROLLER

**WARNING**

Failure to follow all warnings and instructions could result in SERIOUS INJURY or DEATH.

- NEVER leave child unattended.
- AVOID serious injury from falling or sliding out. ALWAYS use safety harness to secure child.
- The product may become unstable if a parcel bag, other than the one recommended by the manufacturer, is used.
- Unstable, hazardous conditions may exist if package carrying accessories are added onto the product.
- Product will become unstable if a parcel bag or rack is used when there is no provision for one.
- ALWAYS make sure the Stroller is fully opened and locked into position before use.
- ALWAYS keep fingers away from moving parts when folding, unfolding or adjusting the Stroller to prevent entrapment or pinching.
- The Stroller is only intended for the use of one child in the seat.
- The Stroller is suitable for children beginning at 6 months (and when children have ample head and neck control).
- Product will become unstable if the manufacturer’s recommended load is exceeded.
- DO NOT use this Stroller with a child who weighs more than 50 lbs (23 kg).
- DO NOT overload the basket – Maximum weight in the basket is 10 lbs (4.5 kg). Overloading the basket may cause the Stroller to become unstable.
- DO NOT overload the easy-access storage pocket. Maximum weight in easy-access storage pocket is 1 lb (0.45 kg).
- DO NOT overload the seat back storage pockets. Maximum weight per pocket is 1 lb (0.45 kg). Excessive weight may cause a hazardous, unstable condition to exist.
- This Stroller is not suitable for running or skating.
- DO NOT let your child play with this product.
- The child must remain seated at all times while in the Stroller.
- ALWAYS close basket before folding Stroller.
- DO NOT hang or place items on the Stroller handle or frame, except for those approved by OXO. They may cause the Stroller to become unstable.
- DO NOT lift or carry Stroller from adjustable leg rest.
- NEVER use Stroller on stairs or escalators.
- ALWAYS activate brake before removing child from Stroller and when Stroller is not in use.
- ONLY use accessories and replacement parts approved by OXO.
- Regularly inspect the Stroller for any signs of wear or damaged parts. Contact OXO for replacement parts if needed at 1-800-545-4411.
Assembly

1. Press release lock and unfold Stroller by pulling up on handlebar.

2. Attach rear wheel (C) to Stroller frame (A). Line up pin on front wheel (B) with notch on Stroller frame and attach front wheel. Repeat for remaining wheels.
USING THE STROLLER
Folding & Unfolding Stroller

To fold Stroller, pull release ring until it clicks. Pull black center strap upwards. Stroller will fold in half and will stand on its wheels with handlebar away from the ground.

Safety Harness Attachment

Place child’s arms through shoulder straps. Ensure straps are not twisted. Place left clip into buckle. Repeat for right clip. You will hear a “click” when buckles lock.

To tighten, use gray plastic loop to pull easy-adjust strap. For further adjustment, see step 4.

To unfold Stroller, press release lock and pull up on handlebar. You will hear a “click” when secure.

Note: Make sure both sides of Stroller are locked into place.
Safety Harness Attachment (cont’d)

To loosen, find ribbed button under flap on seat. Push button with one hand while pulling shoulder straps forward with other hand.

To loosen further, put finger under tab and pull buckle upward on each side to lengthen straps. To tighten further or for major adjustments, pull free end of strap downward on each side.

• ALWAYS keep fingers away from moving parts when folding, unfolding or adjusting the Stroller to prevent entrapment or pinching.
• ALWAYS make sure the Stroller is fully opened and locked into position before use.
• AVOID serious injury from falling or sliding out. ALWAYS use safety harness to secure child.
• ALWAYS activate brake before removing child from Stroller and when Stroller is not in use.

⚠️ WARNING ⚠️
Cubby+ Features

EASY-ACCESS POCKET
Unzip easy-access “Parent Pocket” on rear cover for storing phones, keys and more.

SEAT RECLINE
Pinch clamp together, then slide seat back down to recline and up to incline.

VENTILATION WINDOW
Roll up rear flap and secure with bungees for extra ventilation.

SEAT BACK ZIPPER POCKETS
Unzip large storage pockets on the back of the Stroller for storing wipes case, diapers and more.

EXPANDABLE BASKET
Pull out to access pop-out basket extension.

SANDAL FRIENDLY BRAKE
Press brake down to lock wheels or up to unlock wheels.

WARNING
- ALWAYS close basket before folding Stroller.
- ALWAYS activate brake before removing child from Stroller and when Stroller is not in use.
Cubby+ Features (cont’d)

ADJUSTABLE HANDLEBAR
Push button and pull handle upwards to adjust handle to one of three positions.

ADJUSTABLE LEG REST
To raise leg rest up, pull up to one of three positions.
To lower leg rest, push and hold two buttons simultaneously on each side of Stroller, then lower leg rest to desired position.

CANOPY EXTENSION
For added coverage, pull out canopy extension from underneath canopy. Push back flat under canopy when not in use.

PEEK-A-BOO WINDOW
For better child visibility, pull cover over canopy to reveal peek-a-boo window. This also provides added ventilation. Push back and reattach fasteners when not in use.
There are three shoulder height positions. Determine the appropriate level to position straps. To change the straps to a different height position, push the ribbed button while pulling straps forward to fully loosened position.

Lean Stroller on its back with handlebar resting on the ground. Raise leg rest by pulling up. Remove easy-adjust t-strap from bottom plastic bracket by pushing one end of t-strap through plastic bracket. Then slide easy-adjust t-strap through slot in cross bar.

Lift Stroller up. Flip rear cover forward. Unfasten rear pouch cover to expose backboard. On front of Stroller, pull shoulder straps forward as far as they will go.

Pull metal bracket up and remove right looped strap from metal bracket. Pull strap through front of seat fabric.
Safety Harness Shoulder Height Adjustment (cont’d)

5

Reposition right strap in desired position. Pull strap through seat fabric and backboard and secure strap loop to metal bracket. Make sure straps are not twisted before reattaching to metal bracket. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for left strap.

6

Pull and fasten flap over backboard and replace rear cover.

7

Locate easy-adjust t-strap on back of Stroller and pull out slack.

8

Thread easy-adjust t-strap through slot in crossbar of Stroller. Then thread easy-adjust strap through plastic bracket in bottom of Stroller. Make sure t-strap is securely in place.
Tighten and loosen easy-adjust and shoulder straps to ensure all parts are functioning properly. Pull on all straps to ensure they are secure.
**CLEANING STROLLER FABRIC PARTS**  
Canopy Removal (for cleaning only)

1. **Canopy Reattachment**
   - Flip rear flap over canopy and completely unzip zipper at top of Stroller.
   - Rotate canopy forward. Press button on each side of canopy attachment and slide canopy up to remove from frame.
   - Slide canopy onto frame until it clicks into place.
   - Pull canopy forward and fold rear flap over canopy top. Zip up zipper.
Seat Fabric Removal

Lean Stroller on its back with handlebar resting on the ground. Unsnap black straps and remove from brackets on both sides of Stroller frame.

Lift leg rest up and unfasten black strap under seat. Remove black t-strap from metal slot near frame. Repeat for black t-strap on other side.

Remove easy-adjust t-strap from bottom plastic bracket. Then remove easy-adjust t-strap from slot in crossbar.

Remove center strap from seat bottom by pushing up through center hole.
Seat Fabric Removal (cont’d)

5

Lift Stroller upright. Remove canopy. Unzip top zipper.

6

Push buttons on each side of upper Stroller frame to detach seat fabric and remove from frame.

7

Unfasten leg rest pad and slide fabric off of frame.

8

Pull all straps free from Stroller frame. Remove seat fabric. If needed, feed gray plastic pull ring through slot in seat fabric.
Seat Fabric Reattachment

1. Place seat fabric on Stroller frame. Slide black fastening strap through slots on either side of Stroller frame. Pull easy-adjust strap through smaller flap on seat.

2. Thread center strap through hole in seat bottom. Pull on center strap to make sure it is securely in place.

3. Pull leg rest fabric over frame and fasten fabric around metal rod.

4. Slide top tabs into slots on either side of upper Stroller frame until they click into place.
Seat Fabric Reattachment (cont’d)

5

Pull upper fabric onto frame. Wrap zipper around upper bar and zip together.

6

Locate easy-adjust t-strap on back of Stroller and pull out excess strap.

7

Lean Stroller on its back with handlebar resting on the ground. Thread easy-adjust t-strap through slot in crossbar of Stroller. Then thread easy-adjust strap through plastic bracket in bottom of Stroller. Make sure t-strap is secure.

8

Thread black center fold t-strap through metal slot on side of frame. Repeat for other side of black t-strap.
Seat Fabric Reattachment (cont’d)

9

Lift Stroller upright. From the left side of Stroller (when facing Stroller), feed gray plastic pull ring through OUTER slot in seat fabric and pull through.

10

Lean Stroller on back with handlebar resting on the ground. Fasten black straps together under seat. Ensure straps are tightly fastened.

11

To attach black snap strap, pull through bracket on frame and snap together. Repeat for remaining strap. Lift stroller upright. Pull on straps to ensure Stroller is securely assembled. Fold and unfold Stroller to ensure functionality.
CLEANING & CARE

CLEANING

Frame
- Periodically wipe with a damp cloth and mild soap.
- Rinse with clean water and wipe dry.
- Do not use abrasive cleaners or scrubbing pad.

Wheels
- Periodically wipe with a damp cloth and pat dry.

Seat Fabric
- Hand wash only with cold water and mild soap. Do not bleach.
- Lay flat to dry.
- Do not tumble dry, iron or dry clean.

CARE

Storage
- Store in a cool, dry location, away from sunlight to prevent the fabrics from fading.
- Do not store outdoors.
- Store away from children when not in use.
- Do not place heavy objects on top of Stroller during storage.
- Store away from extreme heat to prevent damage to plastic parts.

Maintenance
- The Stroller requires regular maintenance.
- Periodically check to ensure all moving parts and folding areas are in good condition.
- If necessary, lubricate moving parts with a light application of a silicone based lubricant.
LIMITED WARRANTY

OXO warrants that this product is free from defects in workmanship for two years from the date of purchase. The warranty covers all manufacturing and material defects. A receipt indicating the purchase date is required for warranty claims. The warranty is only valid for the original owner of the stroller.

If the stroller was received as a gift, the original recipient is considered the original owner. Freight charges are not included. OXO reserves the right to discontinue or change fabrics, parts, models or products, or to make substitutions.

This warranty does NOT cover damages resulting from normal wear and tear, corrosion or rust, misuse, third party modifications, accidental or willful damage, improper storage, maintenance or assembly, damage from air/freight travel, use with unauthorized spare parts or accessories, damage to handle foams, wheels or fabrics caused during use or failure to follow the instructions provided with the product.

This limited warranty is the only express or implied warranty applicable to this product and is warranted by OXO. Any implied warranties, including warranties of merchantability and fitness shall be limited in scope and duration in accordance with this limited warranty. OXO shall in no event be responsible for consequential and/or special damages.

An OXO representative will inspect the stroller before replacements are given or repairs are done.

For warranty and service questions, please contact OXO Customer Service.

REGISTRATION

We need to reach you in the event of a recall or safety alert! If you are a U.S. resident, please complete the enclosed self-addressed, postage-paid card. All U.S. residents can also register online www.oxo.com/registration.aspx.

PATENTS

Patents pending and covered by patents are listed on www.oxo.com/patents

CONTACT US

For replacement parts or to report a problem, contact:

OXO U.S. Customer Service
Hours: Monday–Friday, 8:00am–5:00pm (ET)
Phone: (800) 545-4411
Fax: (717) 709-5350
Letter: OXO International, Inc. at 1331 S Seventh St. Ste 202, Chambersburg, PA 17201-9912
Email: info@oxo.com
Website: www.oxo.com